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The Company is a subsidiary of the China Merchants

Group. The Group is posi t ioned to develop

transportation and infrastructure businesses with port-

related business at the core. At present, the Group is

mainly engaged in three core businesses: port and port-

related business, toll roads business and industrial

manufacturing business.

Mr. Zhao Huxiang   
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The Group recorded a consolidated profit after tax and minority interests

of HK$878,000,000 for the Current Year as compared to that of

HK$704,500,000 in 1999, representing an increase of 24.6%. The turnover

for the Current Year was HK$1,381,900,000, representing an increase of

2.5% as compared to that of HK$1,348,500,000 for last year.

The substantial increase in the Group’s consolidated profit was primarily

attributable to improvement in the oil tanker charter market in the Current

Year and the soaring charter fees. Moreover, the throughput for the Group’s

ports in western Shenzhen and Modern Terminals Limited has expanded

greatly as a result of the substantial increase in import and export volumes

in the PRC. Both the container and paint manufacturing businesses have

benefited from the increase in their market demand. At the same time, the

series of acquisitions in the Current Year have also made satisfactory

profit contributions to the Group. The slight 2.5% growth in turnover was

mainly due to the amendments on terms of agreements for various road

projects. Such amendments resulted in a 90.5% decrease in turnover for

toll roads business when they were not treated as subsidiaries in accounts.

Turnover for the Group’s shipping business and paint manufacture business

has witnessed respective growth of 28.8 % and 31.4% for the Current

Year.

Details of the operations of the Group’s various businesses for the Current

Year are as follows:

PORT AND PORT-RELATED BUSINESS

The turnover for the port and port-related business in the Current Year

was HK$494,500,000, which represented an increase of 28.8% from

HK$383,800,000 in 1999. The consolidated profit after tax and minority

interests for the Current Year was HK$533,900,000, which represented an

increase of 39.4% over that of HK$382,900,000 in the previous year.

The Group’s port and port-related business includes: port serving business

consisting of container terminal business, bulk and general cargo terminal

business, port transportation and airport cargo handling business; and

shipping business which primarily comprises transportation business

undertaken by the Aframax oil tankers. Their respective results are

described below:
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PORT SERVING BUSINESS

The Group’s port service business is mainly operated by Modern Terminals

Limited (“MTL”), China Nanshan Development (Group) Incorporation

(“CND”), Shekou Container Terminals Limited (“SCTL”), China Merchants

Shekou Holdings Co., Ltd. (“Shekou Holdings”), Shenzhen Kaifeng Terminal

Co., Ltd. (“Kaifeng Terminal”), Zhangzhou China Merchants Port Co., Ltd.

(“Zhangzhou Terminal”), and Asia Airfreight Terminal Company Limited

(“AAT”), etc. The consolidated profit after tax and minority interests of

such business in the Current Year was HK$364,700,000, representing an

increase of 26.9% as compared with the consolidated profit of

HK$287,500,000 in 1999. The increase in the consolidated profit of the

Group was primarily attributable to the profit contribution brought by

projects such as MTL, SCTL, AAT, Shekou Holdings and Kaifeng Terminal.

For the year ended 31 December 2000, the Group held a 20.3% interest

in MTL, being its second largest shareholder. MTL is mainly engaged in

providing container-handling services. In 2000, MTL has handled 3,252,000

TEUs in terms of container throughput, an increase of 23.5% as compared

to 2,633,000 TEUs last year. Due to MTL’s vigorous initiatives in market

exploration and in the provision of top quality services, its container

handling capacity has increased rapidly, thus gradually enlarging its market

share in Hong Kong’s port market.

For the year ended 31 December 2000, the Group held a 32.5% interest

in SCTL, being its largest shareholder. SCTL engages in container loading

and unloading, freight forwarding agent, container land transport, barges

and feeder services. During the Current Year, it achieved a container

throughput of 720,000 TEUs, representing an increase of 25.4% over that

of 574,000 TEUs in the previous year.

For the year ended 31 December 2000, the Group held a 28.5% interest

in CND, being its largest shareholder. CND mainly engages in port

operation, warehousing and transportation, petroleum services and property

development. In the Current Year, CND has handled 641,000 TEUs in

terms of container throughput, an increase of 33.3% when compared with

481,000 TEUs in the previous year. The bulk and general cargo handling

capacity was 5,420,000 tonnes in 2000, an increase of 13.9% over the

4,760,000 tonnes for the previous year.
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Upon acquisition of a 20.8% interest in Shekou Holdings in January 2001,

the Group became Shekou Holding’s second largest shareholder. Shekou

Holdings further issued 80 million A shares in February 2000. For the year

ended 31 December 2000, the Group held a 18.8% interest in Shekou

Holdings. As the China Merchants Group’s flagship company listed in

mainland China, Shekou Holdings is involved in a wide range of

businesses, including port business, public utilities business such as the

provision of water and power, real estate development and petroleum and

chemicals business, etc. During the Current Year, the container terminals

operated by Shekou Holdings achieved a throughput of 329,000 TEUs, an

increase of 19.3% as compared with 276,000 TEUs in 1999. The bulk and

general cargo handling capacity amounted to 9,900,000 tonnes, an increase

of 15.3% as compared to 8,590,000 tonnes in the previous year.

In October 2000, the Group established a joint venture-Zhangzhou Terminal

with (Zhangzhou Development Zone China

Merchants Port Business Company Limited). The Group held a 49% interest

in this new joint venture which operates terminals in Zhangzhou. With its

strategic location being the closest port adjacent to Taiwan, the economic

potential of terminals in Zhangzhou is immense after the adoption of the

“Three Links” policy between the mainland and Taiwan. During the Current

Year, the throughput of Zhangzhou Terminal increased by 88% when

compared with that of last year, reflecting a satisfactory growing trend.

For the year ended 31 December 2000, the Group held a 20% interest in

AAT. As appointed by the Hong Kong Airport Authority, AAT is one of the

two exclusive licensees that are allowed to handle airfreight cargo terminal

service at the Hong Kong International Airport. AAT provides carriers with

services including customs management and clearance, physical goods

handling, document preparation, special cargo handling services, etc. The

cargoes handled by AAT during the Current Year amounted to 380,000

tonnes, representing an increase of 11.9% over that of last year and an

approximate 20% market share in Hong Kong, and is continually

developing in a satisfactory manner.
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SHIPPING BUSINESS

The Group’s shipping business is operated by Ming Wah Universal

(Bermuda) Company Limited (“Ming Wah Bermuda”). As at 31 December

2000, the Group held a 75% interest in Ming Wah Bermuda which has 7

Aframax oil tankers with a total tonnage of 660,000 tonnes. Ming Wah

Bermuda claimed insurance of approximately US$18,000,000 against an

insurance company after its VLOC had run aground in October 1999. Part

of the insurance proceeds were already credited to the accounts in 1999

and a residual value of US$6,000,000 received in the Current Year was

credited to the accounts as special proceeds.

The turnover for the Group’s shipping business was HK$494,500,000 for

the Current Year, which represented an increase of 28.8% from

HK$383,800,000 for the previous year. The consolidated profit after tax

and minority interests was HK$169,200,000, which represented an increase

of 77.2% over the consolidated profit of HK$95,400,000 in 1999. The

increase in turnover and profi t  for oi l  tanker business was primarily

attributable to the soaring charter fees in the oil tanker market. By virtue

of sensible arrangement of short-term charter and long-term charter, the

Group was able not only to record a steady growth of charter fees in

times of sluggish market demand, but also to benefit from rising rentals

when the market picks up.

TOLL ROAD BUSINESS

In 2000, the Group focused its toll road business on its adjustment to and

elimination of risks arising from the income guarantee arrangement. On

11 July 2000, the Group entered into a number of conditional agreements

with its PRC joint venture partners in respect of the Guiliu Expressway.

Pursuant to these conditional agreements, the Group agreed to dispose

of a 40% interest in each of the joint ventures, which were engaged in the

operation and management of the Guiliu Expressway in Guangxi (“Guiliu

Joint Ventures”). Upon completion of the disposal, the Group’s interest in

the Guiliu Joint Ventures decreased from 80% to 40%. The income

guarantee arrangement in respect of these Guiliu Joint Ventures was

cancelled as of 1 January 2000. In consideration of the disposal, the

Group was compensated with extended duration of the Guiliu Joint Ventures

and revised distributable profit sharing arrangement in favour of the Group.

In addition, the Group also entered into a number of conditional agreements

in respect of the joint operations of the Guihuang Expressway in Guizhou

on 22 February 2001 with the PRC joint venture partners . Pursuant to

these conditional agreements, the income guarantee arrangement in
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respect of these joint ventures in Guizhou (“Guihuang Joint Ventures”)

was cancelled as of 1 January 2000 and the Group was compensated

with extended duration of the Guihuang Joint Ventures and revised

distributable profit sharing arrangement in favour of the Group. Therefore,

the Group has basically solved the problem of income guarantee payment

and thus reduced many related risks arising thereof. At the same time,

the Group has vigorously expanded its business and successfully acquired

a 60% interest in Zhejiang Yuyao Expressway and a 13% interest in each

of Western Harbour Tunnel Company Limited and Hong Kong and Tunnels

and Highways Management Company Limited. At the end of year 2000,

the Group has certain interests in eight toll roads and a number of bridges

in the PRC amounting to a total mileage of 482 km.

The Group’s turnover for toll roads business was HK$27,600,000 for the

Current Year, representing a decrease of 90.5% as compared to

HK$291,500,000 in 1999. The consolidated profit after tax and minority

interests for the Current Year was HK$172,000,000, representing a

decrease of 21.3% when compared to HK$218,600,000 in 1999. The

decrease in the Group’s turnover for toll roads business is mainly

attributable to the fact that Guiliu Joint Ventures and Guihuang Joint

Ventures were recorded in accounts as jointly controlled entities under

the new terms of the joint venture contracts. The newly acquired Zhejiang

Yuyao Expressway as stipulated by the terms in the contract only needed

to account its profit and will not account its turnover as the Group’s jointly

controlled entity, accounting for the fall in the Group’s turnover for toll

roads business. The decrease in the Group’s profit was mainly due to the

cancellation of income guarantee payment in the Current Year, though the

new distributable profit sharing arrangement will bring new revenue sources

for the Group and will benefit the Group through the whole duration of the

joint ventures in the long run.

Following a series of difficult negotiations in the Current Year, the Group

has successfully resolved the issues concerning income guarantee

payments. At the same time, the following effective measures adopted by

the Group have greatly enhanced and upgraded management efficiency

and budgetary controls: retrieval of the managing panel and appointment

of senior executives to impose direct supervision on various projects,

exercise of tighter controls over operating costs by strengthening budgetary

controls, recruitment of talented professionals with road management

expertise, introduction of professional management techniques, establishing

and perfecting of various regulatory systems and incentive mechanism,

improving of the automatic surveil lance system and strengthening of

internal audit capability. These measures have led to a steady growth in

the traffic volume of the said toll roads, thus raising the toll roads’ economic

benefits to a greater extent.
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INDUSTRIAL MANUFACTURING BUSINESS

The Group’s turnover for industrial manufacturing operations was

HK$830,800,000 for the Current Year, an increase of 31.4% from

HK$632,000,000 for last year. The consolidated profit after tax and minority

interests for the Current Year was HK$199,200,000, showing an increase

of 80.9% when compared with HK$110,100,000 for 1999.

Industrial manufacturing business of the Group comprise paint

manufacturing business and container manufacturing business, which are

respectively outlined below:

Paint Manufacturing Business

The turnover for the Group’s paint manufacturing business was

HK$830,800,000 for the Current Year, which represented an increase of

31.4% from HK$632,000,000 for last year. The consolidated profit after

tax and minority interests was HK$64,500,000, representing an increase

of 26.7% over HK$51,000,000 in 1999.

As a result of the increasing market demand for paints during the Current

Year, the Group was able to record an increase in its sales revenue of

paint and expand its market share in spite of fierce competition in the

Current Year. The growth in sales was also attributable to the Group’s top

quality products, its scientif ic locations of production bases and the

customer-oriented after-sales technical support it provides. Through

effective measures such as lowering sourcing cost by purchasing through

the Group, enhancing control of production cost and operational and

management expenses, the Group’s paint manufacture business was able

to make considerable increase in profit .

Container Manufacturing Business

The Group’s container manufacturing business recorded a consolidated

profit after tax and minority interests of HK$123,100,000 for the Current

Year, which represented an increase of 54.8% from HK$79,500,000 in

1999.
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As at 31 December 2000, the Group had a 27.3% interest in China

International Marine Containers (Group) Ltd. (“CIMC”). For the fifth

consecutive year, CIMC has topped the world’s dry freight container

manufacturers, with an output accounting for approximately 40% of the

global market share. CIMC sold a total number of 701,000 containers of

various specifications this year, an increase of 42.8% as compared to

491,000 containers sold in 1999. Competit ion in the container

manufacturing industry remained fierce this year. However, the demand

for containers has been boosted by the thriving import and export business

in the mainland and container prices started to rise as a result. In view of

the favorable situation, CIMC has been able to secure more orders and

put all its plants into full production capacity. At the same time, through

lowering its sourcing cost by purchasing through the Group and lowering

its management expenses by the adoption of conglomerate management,

CIMC was able to further expand its share in the container manufacture

market and reach economies of scale and cost-efficiency. As a result, it

recorded a substantial growth in profit over the corresponding period last

year. Furthermore, not only has CIMC achieved record-high sales in dry

freight containers, it has also broken new grounds in production and sale

of its newly developed models of frozen containers and special purpose

containers. These high-tech containers have become CIMC’s new streams

of revenue.

PROSPECTS

At the start of the new millennium, we believe the potential for business

expansion is enormous with Hong Kong’s economic outswing and the

PRC’s sustained economic growth following its possible entry to the World

Trade Organization (‘WTO”) in 2001. We strongly believe that China’s

entry to the WTO will provide us with both challenges and opportunities.

We have maximum confidence to seize this golden opportunity to achieve

better results and push the Group’s core businesses to an even higher

level. Through a series of acquisitions and self-development measures,

the Group has laid a solid foundation and has acquired relatively strong

profitability potentials. The Group has successfully established itself as a

listed company with focused core business sectors, professional

management level and a high degree of transparency. The Group will

continue to focus on transportation and infrastructure business sectors

with port business in the core. It will speed up the development of port

business and port logistics business backed by terminal business, with a

view to gradually establishing a nationwide terminal business network and

terminal logistics network.
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So far, the Group has made satisfactory progress in respect of the following

projects:

The Group has continued to adhere to its corporate strategy and

operational principle, namely “to integrate the operational management of

terminal business in Shekou Port, Chiwan Port and Mawan Port in western

Shenzhen and at the same time, to restructure the Group’s interests in

these ports”. The Group has achieved immense progress in 2000 and will

endeavour to repeat the same in 2001. In the Current Year, the Group

successfully tendered for Berth No.8 of Mawan Port together with 

(Shenzhen Chiwan Wharf Holdings Ltd.). On 26 March

2001, a sale and purchase agreement was entered into between the Group

and China Everbright Holdings Co. Ltd. pursuant to which the Group will

acquire a 23.9% interest in China Everbright Pacific Limited listed in

Singapore. Pursuant to the agreement, the Group will indirectly hold a

33% interest in Shenzhen Haixing Harbour Development Co. Ltd which

runs Berth number 1-4 of Mawan Port. As a professional company

specialized in port business, the Group has been striving to push

coordinated operations of marketing strategies and operational

management between terminals in western Shenzhen. Owing to the Group’s

efforts, all terminals are now adopting an electronic data transmission

platform that is linked to the customs and excise office, a move that has

turned out encouraging results and greatly upgraded customs clearance

procedures. Through the above effective measures, the Group was able

to improve its service quality and raise its competitive edge while

preempting price competitions among terminals, thus achieving the biggest

possible synergetic effect.

In anticipation of the promising prospect of MTL, the Group has further

acquired another 1.8% interest in MTL in February 2001 and is currently

holding a 22.1% interest in MTL.

In terms of terminal business, the Group will focus on the investment

projects in ports in western Shenzhen and on the business integrations.

At the same time, the Group will also expedite its development in the

container business in Zhangzhou Port and then make its inroads into the

port business in China’s eastern and northern provinces. In March 2001,

the Group has respectively entered into a letter of intent with 

(Tianjian Port Authority) and (Tianjin Haibin International

Airport) to develop container terminal business and airport logistics

business in Tianjin.
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In March 2001, the Group announced the privatization offer for Ming Wah

Bermuda, a company listed in Singapore, in which the Group held a 75%

interest. The decision has been made primarily due to Ming Wah Bermuda’s

plummeting stock price and the loss of its capital-raising function since its

listing despite the profit contributions and high return rate of net assets it

has brought to the Group. The Group believes that the privatization of the

Ming Wah Bermuda will not only provide more returns to shareholders,

but also provide minority shareholders with an opportunity to dispose of

their shares for cash, thus adding more flexibility to the Group’s assets

realignment.

On a whole, the Group’s management will strengthen the management of

its undergoing businesses in line with its market positioning and will at

the same time vigourously develop its core businesses. It will continue to

focus on the Company’s profit growth at present, and at the same time

devote itself to cultivate new breakthroughs and potentials for future

development. With the elimination of risks brought by income guarantee

payment of toll road projects, we will now have more confidence than

ever before to set the Group onto a new journey of sustainable development

and above all, a journey that will provide our shareholders with more

returns.

By order of the Board

Zhao Huxiang

Managing Director

Hong Kong, 19 April 2001


